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Dan Flavin and Fred Sandback—and conceptual art have unfolded the art world’s 

double-sided and contradictory condition. if minimalism offered an aesthetic strat-

egy of the “lived bodily experience,” conceptual art sought to evade the demands 

of the market through the “dematerialization of the object.” But both movements 

were in fact equally informed by the logic of industrialization and commodification 

that they set out to criticize. consequently modes of production implicate specific 

forms of subjectivization and therefore specific inherent power formations. the 

internal complications of the aesthetic field not only reveal its complicities with 

sociopolitical conditions but also open up possible sites of critical intervention and 

investigation.

if we propose to look at architectural objects outside the context of their produc-

tion, to place them in the field of aesthetics, we do not suggest an arbitrary reading. 

instead we want to understand their specific mode of production and consider 

their potentiality of meaning within the sociopolitical conditions under which sub-

jectivity is “produced.”

the specific architectural objects are derived from design practices—exempli-

fied by the work of alisa andrasek / BiOthiNg, hernan Diaz alonso / Xefiro-

tarch, greg lynn FOrm, Neri Oxman / materialecOlOgy, aranda\lasch and 

r&Sie(n)—that utilize the performative powers of algorithms and advanced geom-

etry. they are products of a realization/materialization of information by generating, 

modulating, and executing sets of rules and protocols. their formal languages 

show an affinity for exuberance, flexibility, and efficiency—the productivity of life in 

general—which links them to the notion of potentiality. it is a question not only of 

how design as concept is radically changed through the impact of tools known as 

“generative algorithms” but also of how to investigate the conceptual foundations 

of these practices. it is important to trace these conceptual foundations as they 

have an operational value for these architectural practices and also to link them 

to current discussions about contemporary operations of power, particularly the 

discourse surrounding biopolitics. this perspective draws a trajectory of politics 

that reaches from a micro level of software-aided production of forms to a macro 

level of governmental techniques of “making life productive” as a contemporary 

form of subjectivization. 

the contextual shift of the architectural into the field of the aesthetic is at work 

once an object has been removed from its site of production, has circulated in 

the field of art, and finally enters the realm of the “collection.” this transforma-

tion loosens the object from its discipline-specific ground, turning it into an au-

im laufe der letzten Jahre hat thyssen-Bornemisza art contemporary architek-

tonische Objekte als teil seiner Sammlung zeitgenössischer Kunst angekauft, 

but more importantly it has also produced and supported full-scale architectural 

projects within the experimental parameters and settings of art-related produc-

tions. in the context of projects such The Morning Line, by aranda/lasch and 

matthew ritchie; Your black horizon art pavilion, by David adjaye and Olafur 

 eliasson; or r&Sie(n)’s concept for thegardenofearthlydelights, “architecture” has 

shifted from its proper place of production and reception, as well as from its sta-

tus as heteronomous object. this conceptual shift not only represents an effect 

specific to the art context but also retraces the processes and production logics 

of a contemporary “visual industry” that penetrates and interweaves all aspects 

of today’s cultural production. Within this medial setting—which folds together 

production, distribution, and consumption— architectural objects have become 

figures of display and exchange value, as well as protagonists in the scenario of 

aesthetic experience. having assumed a market-oriented and institutional status, 

they circulate within the economy of art-world discourse. Transitory Objects takes 

up these experimental conditions of shifting disciplinary ground and their instru-

mental effects. it critically engages with an understanding of aesthetic experience 

often claimed as a dynamics of ambiguity, contingency, and uncertainty in order 

to draw a conflictual space that both connects and separates the architectural 

project and the artwork. 

Displaying architectural objects within the framework of selected artworks from 

t-B a21’s collection introduces the problem of contextuality. a parallel reading of 

artistic and architectural production today opens up the question of what kind of 

impact this transfer has on the status of the architectural object as well as on the 

nature of the “aesthetic realm” itself. Setting aside an idealistic understanding 

of the aesthetic realm as an autonomous field, we would instead characterize 

it as a privileged site of sign and value production within the context of today’s 

knowledge industries. this privileged status reveals hierarchical structures within 

the art world as well as its position within society’s “symbolic order.” clearly art’s 

privileged status in society is tied to the artwork or aesthetic object itself, to its 

promise to surpass social constraints and divisions, to speak to the human soul, 

to transcend instrumental reason, and by virtue of this, to possess value that 

persists through time.

yet the transformations within the “field of aesthetics” that have taken place 

since the 1960s, like minimalism—represented in the exhibition through works by 
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tonomous object with the status of a fragment. the object now presents itself in a 

condition of ambivalence and openness: it becomes an object of fiction. through 

the detachment from its original operative context, the conditions of production are 

imprinted on the object/fragment as an aesthetic signum. it bears this signum not 

in terms of a transparent and readable writing but rather as a trace. No longer a 

redeemable pledge in an act of communication, it is now a “hieroglyph”: a cryptic 

remain(der) of a lost language, an empty place in an uncompleted experience, 

which mediates a rupture. the object doubles itself and transiently predicates its 

sociopolitical horizon. 

this “split” condition reminds us of the transitional object. the transitional object 

is an object through which we try to understand the world performatively. By per-

forming a connecting cut between self and other—not me but never totally not 

me—the transitional object in the first place traces a rupture of asignificance and 

therefore is a marker of difference. Of course it is not the object itself that is sub-

jected to a transition; rather, the object represents a transition or, more precisely, 

the emergence of relations. it is this aspect of the transitional object that we want 

to take as a figure of thought: that an object presents meaning depending not 

just on the context of an action but more specifically does so as the conditions of 

a given context are folded into the object through the performance of an action. 

relations are established through an act and, as being absent, are embodied by 

the transitional object. the transitional object demonstrates the melting together of 

meaning and thing, the vanishing of the real into representation—the thing—and 

by this demonstration hints at the arbitrariness, conventionality, and fictionality 

of meaning, at its underlying social dimension. yet it is this social dimension and 

its unresolvable contradictions that the transitional object masks. this somewhat 

conflictual character and performance of illusion render the transitional object as 

a prototypical concept of the aesthetic object that allows us to acknowledge the 

autonomous status of the art object and at the same time to understand autonomy 

as a construction of illusion that is shared and maintained by a community in the 

name of ambiguity, contingency, and uncertainty.
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